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IT  IS  A  PRIVILEOGE  Fffi II£  TO  HI\VE  BEEN  INVITED  BY  THE 
COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES  TO  OPEN  HERE,  AT  KNDKKE, 
THE  EIGHTH  ANNUAL  CDNFEREI'CE  OF  EUROPEAN  AND  -'*'£RICAN 
JOLRNALI ST S • 
I  WJULD  LIKE  TO  THAf'f<  THE  CRGANIZERS  OF  THIS  llo£ETII'G  AND  TO 
TELL  THEM  HOW  MUCH  I  APPRECIATE  THE  HONOUR  OF  FINDING  ~SELF 
AMONGST  EXPERTS  IN  TRANSATLANTIC  RELATIONS,  IN  WHOSE  MIDST  I 
REa:x;NISE  I'YP.NY  FRIENDS. 
SPEAKING  TO  THE  SPECIALISTS  THAT  ~U  ARE,  IS  A  PERILOUS  TASK 
BUT  IT  IS  ALSO  A  STIMJLATII'G  ONE,  BECAUSE  THE  SUBJECT  WE  ARE 
0011\G  TO  STLOY  To::;ETHER  IS  OF  INTENSE  INTEREST. 
INDEED  WE  ARE  0011\G  T~l.CH A  DIFFICULT  PERIOD  AND  ANY 
ERRONEOUS  JLOGEI\o£NT  WJULD  HAVE  CRAVE  CD-ISEGIUEI'CES  Fffi  US  AND 
GENERATIONS  CXMING  AFTER  US. 
IT  IS  THE  RESPONSIBILITY OF  POLITICIANS  TO  DEFINE  A  PRECISE 
DIAa-lJSIS  AND  TO  mAW  CDICLUSIONS  FRCM  IT.  BUT  IT  IS  THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF  .JCliRNALISTS  TO  JOIN  FORCES  IN  THIS  RESEARCH 
AND  TO  ECHO  THE  RESULT  TO  PUBLIC  OPINION.  AND  SO  I  A'¥1 
ESPECIALLY  HAPPY  TO  UNDERTAKE  THIS  V£'.AK  OF  CXJI.MJNAL  REFLECTION 
AND  I  HI\VE  t-o  (X)l£T  THAT  IT  WILL  BE  FRUITFUL. 
.~~:  ... ·  ·' 
AS  AN  OPENER,  I  WJULD  PUT  IT  TO  ~U  THAT  EUROPE-PMORICA 
RELATIONS  HI\VE,  IN~  OPINION,  A  QUITE  SPECIFIC  Dlllo£NSION  AND 
llo£ANING. 
TAKING  THE  PAST  FIRST  OF  ALL  :  E:I.R:PE  WJULDN'T  BE  WHAT  IT  IS 
TODAY,  REBUILT  AND  FREE,  WITI-OUT  THE  ACTS  OF  BRA\'Cli.RY  AND 
OXJPERATION  OF  THE  -'*'£RICAN  SOLDIERS  AND  THE  -'*'£RICAN 
PEOPLE. 
THIS  SOLIDARITY  'M-IlCH  WE  WITNESSED  IN  THE  PAST  DJES  t-OT  ONLY 
LAY  CLAIM  TO  OUR  CRATITUOE  BUT  STILL  REMI\INS  TODAY  THE  BEST 
PLEDGE  OF  CREDIBILITY  FCR  OUR  SECURITY. 
THE  FINEST  A'«JJIIISES  AND  THE  I\IOST  PRECISE  O>MITh£NTS,  ARE 
NEVER  VOUH  AS  MUCH  AS  CONCRETE  ACTIONS,  OF  'MilCH  WE  HAVE 
ALL  KEPT  AN  t.N'O~GETTABLE tv£M:RY. 
IT  IS  SliCE  THEN,  AT  THE  START  OF  THIS  501£Tlllo£S  DIFFICULT 
BUT  ALWAYS  DEEPLY  FELT  UNDERSTANDING  BETWEEN  THE  EI.AJPEAN 
COUNTRIES  AND  THE  U.S.A.,  THAT  WE  HI\VE  KIIONN  IN  THIS  PART  OF 
THE  w:RLD,  AN  EXCEPTIONAL  PERIOD  OF  ECX:H::MIC  CKJNTH  AND 
SOCIAL  WELL-BEING. 3   -   4
BUT  IT  IS  PERHAPS  MRE  SO  FCR  THE  YEARS  TO  (X)\1£,  THAT  THIS 
TRANSATLANTIC  SOLIDIIRITY  MJST  BE  MI.INTAINED  AN:>  REINFCRCED. 
IT  IS  INDEED  AT  THE  VERY  TIME  WHEN  PRESSURES  INTENSIFY  AND 
TENSIONS  IN:REASE  THAT  THE  ID'lDS  WHICH  ~ITE US  MJST  PROVE 
THEIR  COHESIVENESS. 
WHAT  IS  AT  STAKE  IS  IN  FACT,  THE  FUTURE  CF  OUR  DEMOCRACIES  AND 
THE  DEFENCE  CF  VALUES  WE  CDIISIDER  ESSENTIAL,  WHICH  DEPEND  ON 
THE  M\INTENANCE  CF  THIS  CLOSE  ~ERSTAI\DIIIG WITH  OUR  PARTNERS, 
OUR  ALLIES  AND  OUR  FRIENDS. 
THE  PRINCIPLES  WHICH  ARE  THE  BASIS  CF  OUR  a:J'YMJN  CIVILISATION, 
FDINT  TO  THE  RESPECT  AN:>  THE  PRIM\CY  CF  THE  INDIVIDUAL,  THE 
SUPPCRT  CF  DEMOCRACY,  THE  PRIM\CY  CF  RIGHT  AN:>  THE  CDIICEPT  CF 
THE  OPEN  EOJtOvtt',  WHICH  IS  THE  VERY  FO~DATION CF  PRCX:RESS,  TO 
BE  SURE,  THESE  CONCEPTS  ARE  1\DT  EXCLUSIVE  TO  WESTERN  El.RJPE  NOR 
TO  NORTH  N-ERICA.  BUT  YttD  V.OULD  DIIRE  TO  CLAIM  THAT  THEY  COULD 
BE  1\111\INTAINED  - IN  SO  FAR  AS  THEY  HAVE  REALLY  TAKEN  ROJT  - IN 
ASIA,  AFRICA  AND  LATIN  N-ERICA,  IF  ONE  DAY  THE  SUPPCRT,  WHICH 
THE  ~ERSTANDIIIG BETWEEN  ELRJPE  AND  N-ERICA  CDIISTI TUTES,  WAS 
TO  D  I SAPPEIIR? 
'  J-
THE  WEST  SEEMS  TO  ME  TO  BE  HAUNTED  BY  A  PARAOOX,  WE  HAVE  LIVED 
Tt-ROLCH  FOUR  DECADES  CF  PEACE,  PROSPERITY,  NO  MJCLEAR  WEAPON 
HAS  BEEN  USED  IN  THE  MEANTIME,  THE  STAI\DIIRD  CF  LIVIIIG  HAS  NEVER 
BEEN  SO  HIGH,  OUR  COLONIES  HAVE  ACHIEVED  THEIR  INDEPENDANCE  AND 
YET,  THE  'VOUI'CER  GENERATION  FEELS  UNEASY  AI\D  NO  LOIIGER  St-ONS 
THE  SAME  CONFIDENCE  WITH  REGPRD  TO  AN  ALLIANCE  WHICH  HAS  M\DE 
ALL  THAT  RJSSIBLE.  KJH  THAT  THE  SHIP  FACES  A  SWELLIIIG  SEA, 
OOUBT  SETS  IN  ABOUT  ITS  SOLIDIIRITY  AN:>  THE  ABILITY CF  Tt-OSE  AT 
THE  HELM. 
THESE  FEARS  FINO  THEIR  CAUSE,  NOT  IN  A  CRITICAL  AND  REASONED 
ANALYSIS,  BUT  IN  NOSTALGIA  FCR  THE  CAREFREE  YEARS,  AND  PERHAPS 
TOO  IN  A  FEELIIIG CF  IM'OTENCE  AIIV  DESERTION.  ONE  STARTS  TO 
OOUBT  THE  VALUES  WHICH  ARE  THE  ATTRIBUTES  CF  OUR  CIVILIZATION 
AND  THE  PRINCIPLES  WHICH  FCRM  ITS ~.  THE  RESULT  CF 
TH I S  I S  A  FEELIIIG  CF  S~ENDER AI\D  AN  ESCAPE  FRCM  REALITIES , 
WHICH,  EMPTIED  OUT,  HAVE  LOST  THEIR  ATTRACTION. 
IT  IS  A  FACT  THAT  IN  CERTAIN  CXJUNffiiES,  EOOLOGY  AN:>  PACIFISM, 
WHICH  ARE  BECCI'v11 IIG  SYNON'IMS  FCR  HAPPINESS  AI\D  PEACE ,  HAVE 
BE(X)\1£  roLl T1 CAL  FCRCE S ,  WHICH  CANNOT  BE  I CN:RED.  IN  ADO I TION , 
THE  TENDANCIES  REVEAL  THEMSELVES  IN  DIFFERENT  WAYS  ON  OOTH 
SIDES  CF  THE  ATLANTIC. 
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IN  ElRJPE,  IT  IS  CERTAIN  THAT  THERE  Hl\S  BEEN  A  M'IRKED  01AN:I  IN 
PUBLIC  OPINION,  IN  POLITICAL  IDEAS,  A  MORE  SCEPTICAL  ATTITUDE 
WITH  REGPRD  TO  AN  ASSOCIATION  WITH  THE  UNITED  STATES,  Alii>  M:RE 
FAVOURABLE  TO  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  A  MORE  DISTANT  STAND  FROM  AN 
ALLIANCE  WITH  THE  SUPER  PQYERS. 
IN  THE  UNITED  STATES  ON  THE  OTHER  Hl\ND,  ALTHJUJH  THE  SUPPO'l.T  OF 
INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  HAS  WEAKENED  DURING  THE  LAST  DECADE,  THE 
ffiiCRITY  GIVEN  TO  EI.RJPE  AND  THE  WILL  TO  DEFEND  IT,  ARE  STILL 
ALIVE.  BUT  THE  ~JCR OBSTACLE  TO  THE  ATLANTIC  ALLIANCE  AND  TO 
THE  UPKEEP  OF  CONFIDENCE  IN  EUROPE,  IS,  I  BELIEVE,  INSTITUTIONAL 
AND  NOT  IDEOLOGICAL. 
THE  ~IN  PROBLEM  OF  MIERICAN  o:;M1.11Th£NT  IS,  PERHAPS,  THE 
WEAKNESS  OF  ITS  INSTITUTIONS.  THE  DILUTION  OF  POLITICAL  PONER 
IN  THE  WPK£.  OF  VIETN.'WI  AND  WATERGATE  Hl\S  RESULTED  IN  THE 
WEAKENING  OF  EXECUTIVE  FUNER  AND  A  DIFFERENT  BALANCE  BETWEEN 
EXECUTIVE  FUNER  AND  ~ESS.  THE  INSTITUTIONS  Hl\VE  Hl\D  TO 
F PCE  A  CR I S I S  IN  CRED I 8 ILl TY  AND  ~NACDvENT  ,  Vt+-EN 
DECENTRALISING  TENDANCIES  ARE  INCREASING  THE  PROBLEM  EVEN  MFE. 
20  YEARS  flffi,  THE  ffiESIDENT  AND  THE  SECRETARY  OF  THE  FCREIGI 
OFFICE,  IN  ACREE/IIENT  WITH  ~ESS,  \\ERE  ABLE  TO  o:;M1.1IT  FCREIGI 
POLICY  AND  GAIN  RESPECT  FCR  THIS  o:;M1.11Th£NT.  THERE  IS  AN 
AT()IItiZATION  OF  PO>'IER  AND  AS  A  RESULT,  A  DECLINE  IN  AUTt-miTY. 
ONE  CANNOT  NEGLECT  El THER,  THE  EVER-INCREASING  RJL..E  OF  THE 
ELECTRONIC  tvEDIA  IN  THE  PROCESS  OF  ~IGN  POLICY.  THE  RESULT 
IS  A  TENOANCY  TONARDS  UNCERTAINTY  Alii>  I~SISTENCY  OF  AtvERICAN 
POLl  CY  IN  THE  WAY  IT  I S  FCFMJLA  TED  AND  APPLIED ,  AND  IT  1 S 
ffiOBABLY  THE  BlaJ.EST  OBSTACLE  TO  ~IOUS  RELATIONS  BETWEEN 
THE  TWO  CONTINENTS. 
IN  Et.AJPE  THE  SITUATION  IS  ffiESENTED  IN  A  DIFFERENT  WAY.  THE 
GENERATION  GAP  IS  CERTAINLY  MFE  t.MKED  HERE.  IT  IS  MORE 
OBVIOUS  THAT  THE  "'''I.JIIG  PEOPLE  'M-0  RECEIVED  THEIR  EDLCATION 
SINCE  THE  Ml DOLE  OF  THE  60 ' S  ARE  CONSIDERED  TO  BE  MUCH  MFE 
RESERVED  IN  THEIR  ATTITUDE  TO  AtvERICAN  SOCIETY  AND  ITS  ELITE. 
THE  "'''UN:IR  GENERATION  IS  LESS  AND  LESS  PREPARED  TO  1\.AKE:  THE 
NECESSARY  EFFCRTS  FCR  DEFENCE  AND  Hl\S  DECLARED  ITS  OPPOSITION 
TO  Nl.CLEAR  WEAPONS • 
ON  THE  OTHER  Hl\ND,  ElRJPE  IS  INCAPABLE  OF  EXPRESSING  ONE  UNITED 
OPINION.  THE  SHILLY-SHI\LLYING,  THE  Hl\LF-1£ARTED  ACTIONS,  THE 
DIFFERENCES  OF  OPINION,  INDUBITABLY  DO  NOT  FACILITATE 
UNDERSTANDING  OF  THE  El.RJPEAN  STANDPOINT  fRCM  THE  OTHER  SIDE  OF 
THE  ATLANTIC. 
• 
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ALL  THE  CAUSES  CF  DIFFERENCES  BETWEEN  US  HAVE  BEEN  DESCRIBED  IN 
DETAIL.  THE  .POINT  THAT  ALL  THESE  DESCRIPTIONS  HAVE  IN  (X)I.MJN, 
SEEMS  TO  lYE  TO  BE  THAT  THE  INTERESTS  CF  El.RJPEANS  AKJ  AM::RICANS 
ARE  N:lT  ALWAYS  FELT  AS  ABSOLUTELY  IDENTICAL,  'M£THER  IT  BE  IN 
THE  MILITARY  FIELD,  \M-ERE  SOVIET  NUCLEAR  PARITY  LEADS  TO  THE 
I DEA  CF  "DECXJUPLII'G" ;  I N  THE  POLl Tl  CAL  FIELD,  THERE  I S  A 
DIFFERENT  CDIICEPT  CF  DETENTE  ()II  THE  TWJ  SIDES  CF  THE  ATLANTIC. 
CN  THE  EC:CN:MIC  FRONT  TOO,  THE  PCM'ER  CF  THE  CXMvtJNITY  M\KES  IT 
A  RIVAL  TO  THE  UNITED  STATES  AND,  IN  THE  IDEOLOGICAL  ARENA,  THE 
POST-VIETNAM  PERIOD  ILLUSTRATES  A  DIFFERENT  SENSITIVITY  TO  THE 
PROBLEMS  CF  THE  THIRLD  YCRLD. 
I,  FCR  MY  PART,  SEE  FOl.R  CATECXRIES  CF  FACTffiS  'MilCH  INFLUEIICE 
THE  CLIM\TE  AKJ  l.t.IDERSTAI'l>II'G  ACROSS  THE  ATLANTIC. 
A)  THERE  ARE,  FIRST  CF  ALL,  THE  FACTffiS  CF  A  PSYCHJLOGICAL 
NATURE,  HI  lllli  LE,Ic~ CF  THE  UNITED  STATES  FIRSTLY,  THEN  CF 
EIJVPE,  BUT  ALSO  HDSE  STE/IIMIIIC  FRCM  THE  SPECIFIC  NATURE  CF 
THEIR  RECIPROCAL  RELATICNS. 
IT  IS  PERHAPS  PRI~ILY  WITH  REGARD  TO  THE  ROLE  AKJ  CDCEPT 
EACH  PERSON  ATTRIBUTES  TO  A  SUPER-FONER,  YtHERE  THE 
MISUNDERSTANDII'G  IS  DEEPEST.  THE  U.S.A.  ARE  NOT  IN  FACT  A 
CLASSICAL  SUPER-PONER,  THAT  IS  TO  SAY  WI-OSE  HEGEMJNIC  CR 
1Xl'o11NATII'G  TENDAf\CIES  WJULD  BE  THE  NATURAL  aJNSTANTS  CF 
fCREIGN  POLICY.  IF  THE  UNITED  STATES  HAVE  BEEN  INDUCED  TO 
TAKE  ()II  INTERNATIONAL  RESPONSIBILITIES,  M:RE  CFTEN  THAN  NOT 
IT  HAS  BEEN  WITHOUT  BEII'G  PREPARED  FCR  THIS  I'CR  HAVII'C 
WISHED  IT.  AMERICAN  POLICY  THEREAFTER  St-ONS  THE  PARTICULAR 
'  ~ .'lf '·" 
CHARACTERISTIC  CF  BEII'G  CDIICEIVED  Al'l>  FELT  FRCM  WITHIN  IN  A 
WAY  WHICH  SUC:O::STS  BEHAV!Ol.R  ESSENTIALLY  STEMAII'G  FRCM  I'<RAL 
CR  EMJTIONAL  CONSIDERATIONS,  WHEREAS  IT  IS  PERCEIVED  FRO'A 
THE  OUTSIDE  AS  A  REAL  POLICY CF  IXJ'.11NATII'G  PCM'ER.  FRCM  THIS 
FLOWS  A  LAO<  CF  UNDERSTAI'l>IIIC  KEENLY  FELT  BY  OOTH  SIDES. 
THUS  IT  IS  THAT  A'IIERICAN  PUBLIC  CPINICN  IS  MJST  CFTEN 
SURPRISED  AND  WJI..t.IDED  \\HEN  THIRD  PARTIES  Al'l>  IN  PARTICULAR 
ALLIES  DISPLAY  HESITATION,  NAY  EVEN  ffiiTICISM WITH  REGARD  TO 
THEIR  POLICY.  THIS  SENSITIVITY CN  THE  PART  CF  THE  U.S.A.  IS 
ALL  THE  STRClf-CER  WITH  REGARD  TO  THEIR  POLICY.  THIS 
SENSITIVITY  ()II  THE  PART  CF  THE  U.S.A.  IS  ALL  THE  STRONGER 
WITH  REGARD  TO  El.RJPE  IN  THAT  IT  REPRESENTS  THE  OLD  COLONIAL 
PCM'ER  WITH  ALL  THE  a::M>LEX  EL~NTS WHICH  EM\NATE  FRCM  SUCH 
SITUATIONS.  AS  HENRY  JAM::S  v.ROTE  1  "IT  IS  A  a::M>LEX  FATE, 
BE II'G  AN  AM::R I CAN" • 
ON  THE  ElJRJPEAN  SIDE,  CERTAIN  DECISIONS  ARE  FELT  TO  BE  A 
Hl.RTFUL  ABDICATION  ()II  THE  PART  CF  AN  ALLY  F~  v.t0v1  ONE 
EXPECTS  SECURITY  AND  SAFETY. 
IT  CDES  WITHOUT  SAYII'G  THAT  THE  PSYCHOLOOICAL  FACTCR  YCAKS 
ALSO  IN  THE  CPPOSITE  DIRECTION.  THE  El.RJPEAN  PSYCHOLOGY  IS 
JUST  AS  a::M>LICATED  AKJ  IN  AOOITICN  IT  IS  FORCIBLY 
DIFFEREIICIATED  PCCCROII'C  TO  THE  VARIOUS  CXJUNTRIES  aJNCERNED. 
IN  GLDBAL  TERMS  HJNEVER,  THE  MJST  DISTl.RBII'G  FACTffi  IN  THE 
AREA  CF  ElRJ-AMERICAN  RELATIONS,  POINTS  WITHOUT  OOUBT  TO 
THIS  FUNOAM::NTAL  CONTRADICTION  YoHICH  EXISTS  IN  THE  HEADS  CF 
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ElRJPEAN  CDUNTRIES  Wl-0,  ~N  IT  cn-£S  TO  PASSIIIG  Jl.l)GEII£NT 
ABOUT  MIERICAN  POLICY,  00  ~T  1-ESITATE  TO  M\NIFEST  THEIR 
SUPERICRITY,  \\1-iEREAS  BY  THEIR  ACTIONS,  THEY  PROVIDE  CDNSTANT 
PROJF  CF  THEIR  CWN  INABILITY  TO  ACT,  NJTHIIIG  IS,  IN  FACT, 
IYt:RE  IRRITATIIIG  THAN  TO  RECEIVE  ADVICE  FR0-1  n-oSE  'M-0  ARE 
NJT  CAPABLE  CF  PUTT 11\G  IT  TO  a:oD  USE  THEMSELVES. 
B)  A  SE<XJ-ID  ELEM:NT  WHICH  IS  ALTCCETHER  FUNO.oM:NTAL  FCR 
RELATIONS  ACROSS  THE  ATLANTIC,  HG.S  BEARIIIG Gl  THE  DEffiEE  CF 
DEPENOAI'CY  IN  WHICH  ElRPE  FINDS  ITSELF  WITH  REGARD  TO  THE 
UNITED  STATES  IN  THE  GIJESTION  CF  SE~ITY.  WHATEVER  THE 
RECIPROCAL  EFFCRTS  M\Y  BE,  THE  NJTION  CF  "EGIJAL  PARTNER" 
HG.S,  CF  NECESSITY,  ITS  LIMITS,  BEIIIG  PERCEIVED  ON  THE  ONE 
S I DE  AS  " I N:RA  Tl TUDE"  AND  ON  THE  OTHER  AS  " IIIFR II'CEM:NT  ON 
AUTOI'Ovf(  CF  ACTION  BY  THE  CDUNTRIES  CF  ELRJPE". 
C)  A  THIRD  SOlR:E  CF  LAO<  CF  UNDERSTAIIDIIIG  CDCERNS  THE  FACT 
THAT  THE  U.S.A.  ASSUME,  AT  THE  PRESENT  Till£, 
RESPONSIBILITIES  ON  THE  w:RLD  LEVEL,  WHICH  IS  NOT  THE  CASE 
FCR  ELRJPE,  WHICH  ON  TI-E  CDNTRARY,  IXJES  ~T  M\KE  THE 
AI\.£RICANS'  TASK  ANY  EASIER,  IN  SCM  CF  ITS  STATEM:NTS. 
~11. 'I• '' ' 
.,.,,. 
;~,·· 
IN  EAST-WEST  RELATIONS,  THE  UNITED  STATES  HG.VE  THE  NAJCR 
PONER'S  PREOCCUPATION  WITH  SETTIIIG  UP  AND  M\INTAINIIIG  A 
BALANCE  CF  PONER,  IF  AJSSIBLE  TO  THEIR  ADVANTACE,  WHEREAS 
EUROPEAN  CDUNTRIES  ARE  LESS  CONCERNED  WITH  A  WORLD  BALAI'CE, 
AND  ATTACH  CREATER  IM'CRTAI'CE  SUBSEGIJENTLY  TO  THE  ASPECTS  CF 
"DETENTE"  AND  "CXXJPERATION",  LEAVIIIG  THE  ULTINATE 
RESPONSIBILITY CF  SE~ITY TO  THE  U.S.A. 
D)  AND  FINALLY,  A  SERIES  CF  PRECISE  POINTS  CF  FRICTION  IN  THE 
ECXJI'£MIC  FILE  :  MJNETARY  GIJESTIONS  (INTEREST  RATES  AND  THE 
PRICE  CF  THE  OOLLAR),  THE  CDvMJN  ACRICULTLRAL  POLICY,  STEEL 
AIID  TEXTILES,  THE  CREDIT  POLICY,  THE  TRANSFER  CF 
TEC~UOGIES ETC •••  THESE  PROBLEMS  HG.VE  SCMTIII£S  BEEN 
RESOLVED  PUI'CTUALLY  BUT  REAPPEAR  M:lST  CF  THE  Till£  IN  ANOTHER 
FCRM.  IYt:REOVER  IT  IS  DIFFICULT  TO  IM\GINE  IT  POSSIBLE  TO 
HG.VE  ~POINTS CF  FRICTION  WHEN  DEALIIIG  WITH  ENTITIES  THE 
SIZE CF  THE  U.S.A.  AIID  THE  E.E.C. 
• 
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BUT  GIVEN  THE  STAKE  AfiO  THE  CRO.VII'C  Rl SK  CF  DETERICRATION,  WE 
MUST  AT  ALL  COSTS  RE-ESTABLISH  THE  CONDITIONS  FOR  A  LASTING 
ACREEMENT  AND  IMPROVE  UNDERSTANDING  AND  DIAUDGUE  BETWEEN  THE 
1'MJ  CONTINENTS.  IT  MUST  HONEVER  BE  OCRNE  IN  MlfiO  THAT  501£ CF 
THE  DIFFICULTIES  !'YET  PRE  INHERENT  IN  ElRl-PlvERICAN  RELATIONS. 
TH I S  CONS I DERA Tl  ON  I S  ALSO  AN  ADD I Tl  ONAL  REASON  FOR  l.JI'.DERT AK I rc 
THE  IIECESSPRY  EFFORTS  AND  CLARIFYII'C  THE  Ml SUNDERSTANDII'CS  OR 
PRCMJTE  SOLUTIONS  TO  PRESENT  PROBLEMS. 
WE  FIND  OURSELVES  FACED  WITH  AN  rnGENT  TASK,  BUT  A  LOre-WINDED 
QIIE •  LAO<  CF  UNDERSTAfiOII'C  WILL  NJT  BE  DISPELLED  IN  QIIE  CD. 
THE  FRICTION  POINTS  WILL  !lOT  BE  ELIMINATED  CH:E  AND  FOR  ALL. 
THERE  WILL  ALWAYS  BE  CONFLICTING  POINTS  CF  INTEREST  'MilCH 
OBVIOUSLY  REQUIRE  EFFORT  IN  RECCH:ILING,  BUT  'MilCH  MUST  BE  SEEN 
PARTICULARLY  IN  THE  CONTEXT  CF  A  SOLIOPRITY  TO  BE  SAFEGJPRDED 
AND  NJT  CF  UIIREMITTING  RIVALRY. 
THE  Cll'PLEX  NATURE  CF  OUR  SOCIETIES  AfiO  OUR  INSTITUTIONS,  WILL 
NOT  BE  SIMPLIFIED  EITHER,  IN  THE  FORESEEABLE  FUTURE,  BUT  THE 
MJST  DELICATED  ISSUE  AfiO  THE  MJST  SENSITIVE  APPEPRS  TO  I'vE,  TO 
BE  THE  QUESTION  CF  SECI.RITY.  INDEED  IT  IS  IN  THIS  PREA  THAT 
SOLIDPRITY  OVER  THE  ATLANTIC  IS  MJST  NECESSPRY  AfiO  IT  IS  ON 
THIS  POINT  THAT  I  AM  AFRAID  THAT  POSITIONS  TEND  TO  DIVERGE  M:RE 
AND  MRE  FROVI  EACH  OTHER. 
REM:DIES  MUST  BE  APPLIED  TO  SUIT  THE  DIACNJSIS  'M-ilCH  QIIE  HAS 
REACHED.  IF  THE  ILLIIESSES  PRE  ~NY, OOUBTLESS  DIFFERENT 
TREATM:NTS  PRE  NECESSAAY.  AfiO  I,  FOR  MY  PPRT,  WJULD  LIKE  TO 
PUT  FOWJPRD  HERE,  Fl VE  PRECISE  Sux;f:STIONS  'M-ilCH  PRE  PROBABLY 
!lOT  NEW  BUT  'MilCH  I  WJULD  LIKE  TO  HAVE  'tUI.R  THOUGHTS  ()II 
TCGETHER. 
IN  ORDER  TO  REffiEATE  A  CLI~TE CF  UNDERSTAfiOII'C  AfiO  TO  AVOID 
PROBLEMS  ()II  I flO I VI DUAL  I S SUES  CLOOO I I'C  TH I S ,  I  WJULD  L1 KE  TO 
REPEAT  THE  IDEA  I  PUT  FORWARD  IN  1975 v.K:N  I  WAS  ()II  AN  CFFICIAL 
VISIT  TO  THE  U.S.A.  AI'D  'MilCH  WAS  SUPPORTED  ()II  M\NY  SIDES  :  TI-E 
SETTING  UP  CF  A  GLOBAL  DIALCGJE  AND  POLICY  BETWEEN  THE  10  AND 
THE  U.S.A.  THIS  WJULD  !lOT  MEAN  DISCUSSING  PRECISE  FILES  BUT 
ONLY  SITUATING  THEM  IN  THE  CONTEXT  AS  A  VHJLE  CF  EURO-PMRICAN 
SOLI DPR I TV,  SO  AS  THEN  TO  PRCMJTE  THE  SOLUTION  IN  THE 
APPROPRIATE  INTERNATIONAL  PRENAS  AI'D  JIOXRDING  TO  THE 
PREVAILING  RULES.  (I.M.F.,  O.E.C.D.,  G.A.T.T.,  ETC ... ). 
SUCH  A  DIALOOJE  aJULD  TAKE  PLACE  IN  THE  FORM  CF  A  HALF-YEPRLY 
M:ETING  CF  FOREIGN  MINISTERS  F'ROIII  THE  10,  VHJ,  WITH  THEIR 
PlvERICAN  OOUNTERPPRT  WJULD  REGJLARLY  ASSESS  THE  OUTSTAfiOING 
PROBLEMS  WITH  THE  PREVAILING  INTERNATIONAL  AfiO  WJRLD  CONTEXT  AS 
A  BAO<CLOTH.  THESE  M:ETINGS  SHOULD  BE  PREPPRED  BY  THE 
POLITICAL  OXlPERATION  OR  THE  cn.MJNITY,  JIOXRDING  TO  THE  CASE 
(POSSIBLY  IN  A  JOINT  SESSION). 
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IN  SECX)'IID  PLACE  CDWIDEioCE  IN  OLR  SOLIDARITY  MJST  BE 
RE-ESTABLISHED  AS  REGARDS  SECURITY  AND  DEFEioCE.  THE  ATLANTIC 
ALLIAioCE  IS  (I)I.11tG  UP  AGAINST  A  CRONIN:;  DISEioCHANTIYENT  IN 
PUBLIC  OPINION  IN  THE  VERY  LEAST,  AS  WE  HAVE  SEEN  IN  CERTAIN 
ELroPEAN  CDUNTRIES.  IN  ADDITION,  AM  AFRAID  THAT  THE  Gt\P 
BETWEEN  US  IS  TEND I tG  TO  WI DEN.  IT  IS  IN  FACT  AT  THE  VERY  Tltv£ 
WHEN  IDEAS  ABOUT  PACIFIC! SM,  NEUTRAL! SM,  FINLAND I SAT! ON  AND 
DENUCLEARISATION  ARE  MJLTIPLYitG  IN  EUROPE,  WITHOUT  HONEVER  A 
VERY  CLEAR  DISTIIoCTION  BEIIIG  M\DE  MJST  CJ  THE  Tltv£  BETWEEN  EACH 
CJ  THESE  IIOTIONS,  THAT  THE  U.S.A.  EXPECT  El.R)pE  TO  M\KE  A  KEEN 
EFFCRT  IN  THE  M\  TTER  CJ  DEFEioCE  CJ  ITS  ONN  TERR. I TCRY,  SO  AS  TO 
ENABLE  THE  U.S.A  TO  TAKE  ON  THE  OROWitG  RESPONSIBILITIES  WHICH 
ARE  THEIRS  ON  THE  WORLD  LEVEL. 
I  PERSOilALLY  BELIEVE  THAT  THE  SOLUTION  MJST  I'ON  BE  TAKEN  UP 
AGI\IN  AND  APPLIED,  A  SOLUTION  YttiiCH  IS  BY  110  tv£ANS  t£N,  WHICH 
I S  TO  SET  UP  A  "EUROPEAN  PI LLAR"  IN  THE  t-EART  CJ  NATO.  THE 
DEFEioCE  CJ  EUROPE  IS  IIOT  ONLY  THE  BUSINESS  CJ  E\.KlPEANS.  BUT  A 
CLEARER  CONFIRM\TION  CJ  THE  EURJPEAN  IDENTITY  WITH  REGARD  TO 
SEClR I TV  AND  DEFENCE  YDULD  RESPOND  TO  THE  DEVEL.QPt.£NT  CJ 
ELroPEAN  INTECRATION  AIIO  WJULD  M\KE  IT  FQSSIBLE  - WITHOUT 
QJARANTEE  HONEVER  - TO  M\KE  AN  EXTRA  EUROPEAN  EFFCRT  IN  THE 
AREA  CJ  DEFEioCE.  CERTAINLY  SUCH  A  DEVELOPM:NT  YOULD  ASSUtv£ 
IICC£PTANCE  BY  THE  UNITED  STATES  AS  A  "FULL  PARTNER". 
.,•,  ... 
IT  ALSO  IM'LIES  ON  THE  PART  CJ  THE  ElRJPEAN  CDUNTRIES,  THE  WILL 
TO  GIVE  A  EUROPEAN  Dltv£NSION  TO  THEIH.  SECURITY.  IT  ALSO 
IM'LIES  THAT  THE  EFFCRTS  TO  BE  UNDERTAKEN  ON  ONE  SIDE  Ato.D  THE 
OTHER  SHOULD  BE  WITH  CX'.fvMJN  ACREENENT  Ato.D  ~DitG  TO  A  alYMlN 
STRATEGY. 
THE  OBJECTIVE  CJ  A  "EUROPEAN  PILLAR"  WITH  THE  AIM  CJ 
REINFCRCitG  THE  "PARTNERSHIP"  WITHIN  THE  ALLIANCE,  THUS  lvAI<ItG 
IT  OloCE  AGAIN  MORE  IN  LINE  WITH  PUBLIC  OPINION  Ato.D  BETTER  ABLE 
TO  SAFEGUARD  OUR  CX'.fvMJN  SECURITY  IN  EI.RJPE. 
SUCH  A  PATH  THEREFCRE  CANIIOT  BE  ENTERED  INTO  LIGHTLY. 
PERSONALLY  SEE  THREE  PRECISE  CONDITIONS  WHICH  MJST  BE  tv£T. 
THE  EUROPEAN  PILLAR  MJST  HAVE  CREDIBILITY  Ato.D  A  FQLITICAL 
STRUCTURE,  WITHOUT  WHICH  WE  SHALL  NEVER  BE  ABLE  TO  MJBILI SE 
THE  DECREE  CJ  SOLIDARITY  NECESSARILY  REQUIRED  IN  A  IXMIIQN 
ACTION  IN  THE  M\TTER  CJ  DEFENCE.  PUBLIC  OPINION  CANIIOT  BE 
MJTIVATED  WITHOUT  AN  IDEAL  CR  A~  PATRII\IOIY  TO  DEFEND, 
AND  A  FQLITICAL  CI:li'CEPT  AS  ITS  EXPRESSION.  YttiAT  IS  M:RE, 
THE  RESFQNSIBILITY  FCR  ACTIONS  TO  BE  IM>Le.ENTED,  M.JST  BE 
SITUATED  ON  A  FQLITICAL  LEVEL  WITH  TRUE  OEMJCRATIC  CONTROL. 
THESE  CONDITIONS  ARE  OBVIOUSLY  BEST  tv£T  WITHIN  THE ~ 
CJ  ELJF()PEAN  INTECRATION  CJ  THE  lO,  ALWAYS  BEARitG  IN  MIND 
HONEVER  THAT  IT  WILL  BE  F ITT I tG  TO  RE IIIFCRCE,  WHEN  THE  T1 tv£ 
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SECONDLY,  THE  ACTION  UNDERTAKEN  ON  THE  EUROPEAN  FRONT, 
SHOULD  AT  LEAST  REPRESENT  A  REINFORCEMENT  OR  IN  ANY  CASE  THE 
~INTENANCE OF  THE  PRESENT  DEGREE  OF  SECURITY,  THIS  BEING  AS 
I\ILCH  FOR  EI.RJPE  AS  FOR  Pf\.£RICA.  IT  w:>ULD  BE  CRAZY  INDEED  TO 
WANT  TO  ENTER  UPON  A  PATH  WHICH  WOULD  LEAD  TO  THE  WEAKENING 
OF  THE  FREE  \\CRLD.  THIS  CONDITION,  IN  MV  EYES,  I\.£ANS  THAT 
THE  EUUPEAN  PILLAR  CANfiOT  D~!I THE  CXJHESION  AND 
CREDIBILITY  OF  THE  ALLIANCE. 
AND  FINALLY  A  SUFFICIENTLY  REALISTIC  APPROACH  MJST  BE 
AOOPTED  50  THAT  THE  Sl.fl3ESTIONS  PUT  FORWARD  HAVE  50YE  CHANCE 
OF  BEING  ACHEIVED.  IT  CAI'IIOT  INDEED  BE  FORCDTTEN  THAT  THE 
FAILURE  OF  THE  El.RJPEAN  COMMUNITY  ON  DEFENCE  STILL  ~INS 
FRESH  IN  THE  MIND.  ANY  PROJECT  WHICH  IS  TOO  PM31TIOUS, 
RISKS  SINCE  THEN  BEING  SEEN  AS  UTOPIC  AND  BEING  THEREFCRE 
TI-RCJNN  OUT  BEFORE  AN  EXAI'v11NATION  OF  ITS  ONN  t.ERITS  IS  ~DE. 
A  PROGRESSIVE  APPROACH  STRICTLY  CONNECTED  TO  THE  ALLIANCE  BUT 
BASED  ON  POLITICAL  CXXlPERATION  BETWEEN  THE  10  IS  CERTAINLY  THE 
BEST  CXJlRSE.  t-ONEVER  WE  KN:JN  THAT  CERTAIN  MEMBER  STATES  ARE 
NOT  IN  ANY  CASE  PRESENTLY  DISPOSED  TO  COMMITTING  THEMSELVES  IN 
THIS  DIRECTION. 
AND  50  IT  HAS  BEEN  THOLGHT  - AND  THE  FRENCH  PRESIDENCY  HAS  PUT 
OUT  A  lli£J'.!CRANDLM  ABOUT  THIS  - TO  HAVE  RECXJlRSE  IN  THE  FIRST 
INSTANCE  TO  THE  W.E.U.,  WHICH  BRINGS  TffiETHER  THOSE  FRCM 
PM)NGST  THE  10  EUROPEAN  ClJUNTRIES  'M-0  ADVOCATED  A  CLEARER 
00NF IRIY'A TION  OF  THE  El.RJPEAN  IDENTITY  WITH  REGARD  TO  DEFENCE, 
BUT  FROvl  THE  BEGINNING,  "DECDUPLING"  MJST  BE  AVOIDED,  AS  MJCH 
IN  RELATION  TO  THE  10  AS  TO  N.A. T .0.  AN  ACTION  LINKED  ON  TI-REE 
LEVELS,  W.E.U.,  THE  10  AND  N.A.T.O.  w:JULD  DOUBTLESS  BE  THE  BEST 
ANSWER  AT  THIS  STA!I. 
THE  INTEREST  OF  THIS  APPROACH  LINKED  TO  THE  W.E.U.,  THE  10  AND 
WITHIN  N.A.T.O.  LIES  IN  CLEARLY  STATING  FROM  THE  VERY 
BEGINNING,  THAT  THE  W.E.U.  EXERCISE  CANNOT  BE  A  SUBSTITUTE  FOR 
A  DEVELOPNENT  TO  BE  CARRIED  OUT  BY  THE  10,  NCR  CAN  IT  BE 
CDNCEI VED  OR  UNDERTAKEN  OUTSIDE  OF  N.A. T .0. 
THE  NECESSITY  AND  THE  URGENCY  FOR  THE  STRENGTHENING  OF  A 
EUROPEAN  PILLAR  CDvES  FRCM  THE  FACT  THAT  THE  U.S.S.R.,  AFTER 
REASSURING  ITSELF  ABOUT  STRATEGIC  PARITY  WITH  THE  UNITED 
STATES,  HAS  ACQUIRED  REGIONAL  SUPERICRITY,  AS  MJCH  WITH  REGARD 
TO  EURQPE  AS  TO  OTHER  REGIONS  OF  THE  \\CRLD.  THIS  REGIONAL 
SUPERIORITY  - OF  WHICH  THE  ~SSIVE DEPI..0'1'tvENT  OF  SS-20' S  IS 
0\IL  Y  0\IE  FACT  •  TI-REA TENS  US  DIRECTLY,  US  El.RJPEANS ,  TO  THE 
EXTENT  THAT  "THE  BALANCE  OF  TERACR"  EX! STING  BETWEEN  THE  Tw:> 
SUPER  ROWERS  COULD  DISSUADE  AMERICAN  INTERVENTION  AND  THUS ~ 
A  LIMITED  CONFLICT  ON  OUR  CONTINENT,  POSSIBLE. 
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IT  IS  THEREFORE  ESSENTIAL  FOR  US,  NOT  ONLY  nJ  STRENGTHEN  THE 
OJUPLING  Yt1-IICH  LIN<S  US  nJ Cll.R.  PM:RICAN  ALLIES,  BUT  ALSO  TO 
DEMONSTRATE  TO  THE  U.S.S.R.  THAT  A  LIMITED  ATTACK  AGAINST 
EUROPE  WOULD  COME  UP  AGAINST  A  DETERMINED  AND  EFFICIENT  REPLY. 
IN  OTHER  WORDS,  IT  IS  A  QUESTION  OF  ESTABLISHING  CREDIBLE 
REGIONAL  DISSUASION  LIN<ED  TO  THE  WORLD  DISSUASION  ENSURED  BY 
PM:RICAN  STRATEGIC  WEAPONS. 
TH I S  I S  Yt1-IY  THE  I\IEIYBER  cx:JIJ.ITR IE  S  OF  THE  W. E. U.  PRE  SEEKING  TO 
REVITALISE  THEIR  ORGANISATION,  AS  THE  FIRST  POSSIBLE  STEP 
TONARDS  A  WIDER  Ar-D  BETTER  INTECRATED  EURJPEAN  DEFEI'CE.  THEY 
ARE  1-GVEVER  (OijSCIOUS  OF  THE  RISKS  RESULTING  FRQ.1  THIS 
UNDERTAKING  AND  ARE  INVOLVED  IN  (OijSULTATIONS  TAKING  PLACE  tON, 
IN  ORDER  TO  AVOID  THESE  DANGERS.  Yt1-IAT  ARE  THEY? 
FIRSTLY  :  THE  DANGER  OF  OUR  BUNGING  ABOUT,  EITHER  BY  TOO  HASTY 
AN  IN I TJ A  Tl VE  CR  A  BADLY  CALCULATED  ONE ,  THE  DEalUPLI NG  FRa\11 
THE  UNITED  STATES,  Yt1-IICH  I 5  THE  EXACT  THING  WE  ARE  TRYING  nJ 
AVOID. 
IIEXT  :  OF  CREA TJ NG  IN  SCtwE  WAY,  A  "EUROPE  WITH  T\\0-SPEED 
SECURITY"  BETWEEN  THE  ElRJPEAN  I\IEIYBER  ax.JNTRIES  OF  THE  W.E.U. 
Ar-D  Tt-OSE  Yt1-10  PRE  NOT  1\.£11113ERS.  FINALLY,  THE  DAN:;ER  OF 
WEAKENIN.J  N.A. T.O.  AND  ESTABLISHIN.J,  FOR  SCtwE  OF  ITS  I\IEIYBERS,  A 
POLICY  OF  SECURITY  AND  OEFEI'CE  Yt1-IICH  WOULD  RUN  THE  Rl SK  OF  NOT 
BEING  IDENTICAL  WITH  THAT  OF  THE  ALLIAI'CE. 
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Ar-D  SO,  BELGIUv1,  PERSUADED  ON  THE  ONE  HIWD  BY  THE  IIEED  nJ 
RAPIDLY  REINFORCE  EUROPEAN  DEFEI'CE  AND  Mlr-DFUL  ON  THE  OTHER 
HAr-D,  OF  THE  LIMITATIONS  INHERENT  IN  THE  CPERATION,  HAS  PUT 
FORWARD  THE  FOLLONING  PROPOSALS  : 
IT  WOULD  BE  APPROPRIATE  TO  RESHAPE  THE  W.E.U.  INnJ  THE  SUITABLE 
FRAivEVt{RK  FCR  A ~  EFFORT  OF  REFLECTION  AND  OXFDINATJON  OF 
POLICIES  OF  THE  7  IN  M-\TTERS  OF  SECURITY  All()  DEFEI'CE.  THIS 
a::Mv011  THIN<ING  OJULD  THEN  BE  PROPOSED  nJ  N.A. T .0.  WITH 
I NCREADED  POLl Tl CAL  WE I GHT • 
SO  THAT  EACH  1\.£11113ER  MIGHT  M-\KE  A  BALAI'CED  (OijTRIBUTION  TO  THE 
~  EFFORTS  IN  OEFEI'CE,  IT  WOULD  BE  IIECESSARY  nJ ADAPT 
EXISTING  II.£ASURES  AS  REGMDS  PRODUCTION  Ar-D  (0\jTRQL  OF. 
~NTS. 
IN  ADDITION,  WITHIN  THE  W.E.U.,  THE  7  St-OIJLD  TRY  ON  THE  ONE 
HAr-D  TO  F'RCliiOTE  A  STRICT  OXFDINATJON  OF  THEIR  POLICIES  WITH 
REGARD  TO  (0\jCEPTJON,  PRODUCTION  AIID  ACGlJISITION  OF  ~NTS, 
Ar-D  ON  THE  OTHER  HAl-O  nJ  SET  UP  A  FORUv1  CN  co:JPERATION  All() 
ANALYSIS  OF  DISAPMIM:NT  QUESTIONS. 
IT  WILL  PROBABLY  BE  IIECESSARY,  FOR  THE  SIXX:ESS  OF  THE  ENVISACLD 
REFORM,  nJ ADAPT  THE  DIFFERENT  ORGANS  OF  THE  W,E.U.,  IIMJIIG 
OTHERS  THE  ASSEM!LY  Ar-D  THE  a:xN::IL,  nJ  THE  I'£W  TASKS  OF 
DISCUSSION  Ar-D  INITIATIVE-TAKING WHICH  WILL  BE  GIVEN  OVER  nJ 
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TO  THIS  EFFECT,  WE  HI\VE  SIJBMI TTED  TO  OlR  PARTNERS  IN  THE 
W.E.U.,  A  FEW  OJN:RETE  Sl.XD::STIONS  CXN:ERNII'G  THE  MJDIFJCATIONS 
WE  ENVI SAG£.  OlR  PROPOSALS  ARE,  AT  THE  I\OIIENT,  THE  <EJECT  CF" 
Tt-OIDL.GH  (DIISULTATIONS,  BOTH  WITH  OlR  ATLANTIC  ALLIES  AND  WITH 
OlR  PARTNERS  f"R0\.1  THE  10  AND  f"R0\.1  THE  7, 
WE  HAVE  RECALLED,  ON  EACH  CD:ASION,  OlR  DEEP  ATTACHIIENT  TO  THE 
REINFCRCEIYENT  CF"  THE  ELRJPEAN  UNION  AND  THE  ~INTENANCE CF" 
ATLANTIC  SOLIDARITY,  THE  ONLY  EFFECTIVE  AND  CREDIBLE  GUARANTEE 
CF"  SECURITY  IN  EI.JROf>E.  THE  STREI'GTHENII'G  CF"  THE  W.E.U.  AND  THE 
DEVELOPMENT  CF"  ITS  ACTIVITIES  SEEM  TO  US  TO  BE  SUCH  THAT  THEY 
WILL  BE  ABLE  TO  (DIITRI BUTE  TO  THESE  T\\0  OBJECT! VES  v.t!ICH  ARE 
FUNDAMENTAL  TO  OlR  DIPLOMACY. 
I  PM  ALREADY  ABLE  TO  TELL  'YOU  THAT  FIRST  REACTIONS  TO  OlR 
PROPOSALS  HAVE  BEEN  LARGELY  FA~BLE. 
IN  OTHER  RESPECTS,  OTHER  ACTIONS  OJULD  BE  ENrornAGED  WITH  THE 
AIM  CF"  AFFIRMII'G  THE  EUROPEAN  Dlr.ENSION  IN  OTHER  ~INS. 
THUS,  (DIISIDERATION  Cl)ULD  BE  GIVEN  IN  PARTICULAR,  TO  THE 
POSSIBILITIES  CF"  CERTAIN  INITIATIVES  - PRUDENT  ONES  •  WITHIN 
THE  EEC  f"R0\.1  THE  ANGLE  CF"  AN  INDUSTRIAL  POLICY  CRONE  CF"  a:MvON 
RESEARCH,  STARTII'G  NJT  WITH  ~'vENT  ~TERIAL BUT  WITH  CIVIL 
EGIUIPtvENT  CAPABLE  CF"  PLAYING  A  ROLE  IN  THE  AREA  CF"  SECURITY. 
IT  IS  INDEED  CERTAIN  THAT  FCR  EXAIVPLE  THE  FINALIZATION  CF" 
..  ...._  '.  'J  ..  ,-"'\:~  . ~  •  .. ;.,.,.  .. , 
PROTOTYPES,  ON  THE  EI.JROf>EAN  SCALE,  CF"  VEHICULES, 
TELE!X)IIMJNICATION  EQUip:.,£NT,  AIRrnAF"TS,  CROTHERS  Cl)ULD  BE 
PROMOTED  PERFECTLY  WELL  WITHIN  THE  FRAMEWORK  CF"  THE  COMMUNITY. 
IN  THE  CLI~TE CF"  THE  PRESENT  800NDMIC  CRISIS,  POTENTIAL 
Ea::JI'OI-liC  REPERCUSSIONS  ~y  HAVE  AN  11-FLUEt-CE  ON  CDVERI'IvENT 
DECISIONS  AND  RECEPTION  BY  PUBLIC  CPINION,  AND  PRODLCTION  ON  A 
BIGGER  SCALE  WOULD  ENABLE  US  TO  CONCILIATE  THE  WORRY  ABOUT 
LONERII'G  THE  Cl)ST  AND  ~INTAINII'G CR  PROMDTII'G  EUfUPEAN 
PRODLCTION  AND  TECHNOLOOY.  ALSO,  WITHIN  N.A. T .0.,  THE  Cl)NCEPT 
CF"  THE  "IW.J-WAY  STREET"  OJULD  BE  IIVPLEJvENTED  AS  50JN  AS  A 
CERTAIN  THRESHOLD  CF"  COMPETITIVENESS  HAS  BEEN  REACHED. 
OTHER  IDEAS  PUT  INTO  A  roNCRETE  FCRM  - PROBABLY  ~E  PUNCTUAL 
BUT  STILL  WITH  A  PRECISE  SIGNIFICANCE  IN  THE  COURSE  CF"  EUROPEAN 
AFFIIWATION  CF"  IDENTITY  IN  RELATION  TO  DEFENCE  - OJULD  FOR  INSTANCE  BE 
REALISED  IN  THE  F~  CF" ~  EXERCISES. 
THESE  DIFFERENT  SUGGESTIONS  TAKEN  SII'GLY  PROBABLY  ONLY  HAVE  A 
LIMITED  EFFECT,  BUT  TOGETHER,  ~y  H:JNEVER  (DIISTJTUTE  A  DECISIVE 
STEP  IN  THE  HOPED-FOR  DIRECTION,  IN  THE  INTERESTS  CF  EUROPEAN 
(DIISTRUCTION,  CF  SECURITY  IN  THIS  PART  CF"  THE  \ICRLD,  AND 
ATLANTIC  SOLIDARITY, 
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W  THIRD  SLO:;ESTION  CF  M..CH  MRE  MJDEST  CDNSEGUEN::E,  IS  .l\ltv£D 
AT  FACIN::  THE  PROBLEM CF  THE  CXlVPLEXITY CF  OlR  DECISION-MIV<IN:: 
SYSTEM.  IT  STEMS  FROw1  OBSERVIN::  THAT  THE  CXN:RESS  PLAYS  A 
DECISIVE  ROLE  IN  IUvEROUS  DECISIONS  CDNCERNIN::  EI.RJPE  AND  OlR 
VOICE  HARDLY  ~KES I T  SELF  HEARD  THERE •  YlJULD  IT  N:lT  BE 
POSSIBLE  FROw1  ~  o-1  TO  ENVISAIL  REGULAR  Ql\ITACTS  BETWEEN 
EUROPEAN  POLITICIANS  AND  THEIR  COUNTERPARTS  IN  THE  AMERICAN 
OJI'rn.E  S S •  SU:H  AN  IN IT I A Tl VE  OJULD  SPR IN::  FROw1  THE  El.R:lPEAN 
PARLIAM:NT,  PREFERABLY  EVEN  IN  CXJNJU!ICTION  WITH  THE  ~TIONAL 
PARLIAM:NTS  CF  THE  t.£M3ER  STATES,  SO  AS  TO  FACILITATE  AN 
EXOiAN::E  CF  VIEWS  o-1  A  REALLY  GlJALI F I ED  LEVEL • 
THIS  BRIN::S  tv£  TO  A  FOLRTH  IDEA,  W11CH  LIES  IN  THE  SAM:  LINE  CF 
TI-OUGHT  CDNCERNIN::  THE  IMPROVEJ'v£NT  CF  THE  EUROPEAN  PRESE!ICE  IN 
THE  UNITED  STATES.  THE  LIMITED  PONERS  WHICH  ARE  AT  PRESENT 
TI-OSE  CF  THE  c::x:J-MI SS ION,  ARE  SU:H,  THAT  CDNTACTS  ON  THIS  LEVEL 
CAN  ONLY  HAVE  A  LIMITED  IWACT.  THE  APPEARANCE,  ABOUT  EVERY 
SIX M:JIITHS  CF  THE  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  roUN::IL,  EACH  Tit.£  DIFFERENT 
AND  M:RE  CF  TEN  THAN  N:lT  lH<IIOYN  ON  THE  AMERICAN  SCENE ,  I S 
HARDLY  LIKELY  TO  DEFINE,  IN  THE  EYES  OF  AMERICAN  PUBLIC 
OPINION,  A  CLEAA  I~  CF  'M-IAT  EI.RJPE  OOES  AND  WANTS.  THERE  IS 
IN  FACT  AN  "INTERLOCUTER"  PROBLEM  FACED  WITH  THE  AM:RICAN 
PARTNER,  WHICH  OJULD  PERHAPS  BE  RESOLVED  AT  THE  LEVEL  OF  THE 
COMMISSION,  IN  THE  HOPE  CF  A  MORE  DEVELOPED  EUROPEAN  POLITICAL 
STRU:Tl.RE.  THIS  ASPECT  SI-OULD  N:lT  BE  Uf\DER-ESTIM!I.TED  WHEN  'IOLR 
PRE  AWARE  CF  THE  DIFFICULTY CF  CAPTLRIN::  THE  ATTENTION  CF  THE 
.t!M:RICAN  PUBLIC. 
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FINALLY  o-lE  LAST  SLO:;ESTJON  OOULD  BE  IWLEJ'v£NTED  IN  THE  AAEA  CF 
EXOiAN::IN::  VIEWS  Af\D  DISCUSSION  BETWEEN  PERSONALITIES  WITH 
RESPONSABILITIES  IN  THE  POLITICAL  \\CNLD,  ffi Wl-0  ARE  CAPABLE  CF 
I NFLUE!IC IN::  TI-OLGHT  TRENDS.  N.lvEROUS  CU.l'IS,  STUDY  CENTRES  AND 
S'tMJOS lA  EXIST  BUT  00  I'OT  ALWAYS  HAVE  THE  NECESSARY  LEVEL  ffi 
ATTENDA!ICE. 
THE  INTROOLCTION  CF  A  "CLUB"  OR  A  "El.R)-AMERICAN a:::tvMITTEE",  CF 
HIGH  LEVEL  Af\D  ENOONED  WITH  SUFFICIENT  I\IEANS  TO  FACILITATE 
~DERSTANDit-.G Af\D  TO  PLOT  LINES  CF  ACTION  OOULD  BE  ENVI SACLS  IN 
SU:H  A  PERSPECTIVE.  A F~  CF  THIS  SffiT  OJULD  N:lT  BE  USED 
TO  LEAD  NECU::IATIONS  ffi EVEN  PRELIMINARY  NECU:IATIONS.  ITS 
OBJECT! VE  SI-OULD  BE  TO  PREPARE  THE  WAY  FOR  M:RE  STRU:Tl.RED 
NECU::IATIONS,  BY  FACILITATJN::  BETTER  MJTUAL  UNDERSTAI'DIN::  Af\D  A 
TWJ-WAY  Exo-tANIL  CF  IDEAS. 
W  SPEECH  TODAY  IS  I'OT  INTENDED  TO  CD  FLRTHER  THAN  TO  FUEL  THE 
DEBATE,  BUT  IN  THE  KN:JNLEDGE  THAT  IT  ALSO  INVOLVES  INTITIATIN:: 
A  TRAIN  CF  TI-OLGHT  AND  PAVIN::  THE  WAY  FCR  MRE  OJN::RETE 
REALI SATJONS. 
\\£CAN  N:l  I...OI'CER  IN  FACT,  ALLOW  o..RSELVES  THE  LUXl.RY  OF  WAITJN:: 
Af\D  l-OP IN::  THAT  THE  WAVE  CF  DEFEAT I SM  SUBNERG IIC  ElRJPE  AND 
THIS  TENDANCY  TO  ~  ILATERALI SM  GAl Nl N3  CRJUND  IN  ANER ICA, 
DISAPPEAR  BY  ~GIC. 23
THE  FATE  cr  TRENDS  WHICH  SEEM  TO  ME  00  THE  ~TRARY TO  BE 
GAINIIIG  CROUND  AND  CAUSIIIG  A WIDER  RIFT  BETWEEN  US  WHEN  OUR 
SOLIDAAITY  IS  MRE  NECESSPRY  THAN  EVER. 
THUS  I  c:xM::  BAD<  TO  MY'  FUINT  cr  DEPARTURE.  MEETIIIGS  LIKE  THIS 
OOE  TODAY  ARE  UNIQUE  ax:ASIONS  TO  M\KE  THE  FUINT  AND  TO  DISCUSS 
TOOETHER  "'WHERE  WE  PRE  AND  WHERE  WE  PRE  CDIIIG".  BUT  AfTER 
THIS,  WE  SHALL  EACH  HAVE  OUR ~  TO  DO.  THE  EUROPEANS  Fffi 
THEIR  PPRT  HAVE  - CN::E  I 5  NOT  A  CUST0\.1  - ALREADY  STARTED.  I  AM 
~VINCED THAT,  AS  IN  THE  PAST,  "EUROPE  AND  Al'v£RICA  WILL  TAKE 
THE  RIGHT  STEPS,  AND  WILL  DO  IT  TOOETHER". 